
Applied Statistics: Lent Term 
 
 
Example: Modelling Longitudinal Non-normal Data 
 
Epileptic Seizure Data 
 
The data arose from a clinical trial of 59 epileptics (Leppik et al., 1985) who were 
randomised to receive either the anti-epileptic drug progabide or a placebo, as an 
adjuvant to standard chemotherapy. The hope was that progabide would help to reduce 
the number of seizures experienced by patients. 
 
Patients attended four successive post-randomisation clinic visits, where the number of 
seizures that occurred over the previous 2 weeks was reported. At baseline, information 
on the age of the patient and the 8-week pre-randomisation seizure count was recorded. 
 
This data-set has been used by numerous researchers (Thall and Vail, 1988; Breslow and 
Clayton, 1993, etc.) to illustrate methods for fitting longitudinal count data. We follow 
the analysis by Thall and Vail (1988) and subsequently by other authors, in looking at the 
effects of the logarithm of age, the logarithm of the baseline seizure count (re-defined to 
be a quarter of the 8-week pre-randomisation seizure count) and the fourth visit on the 
average rate of seizures experienced by patients. 
 
Read the data into R and call it seizure 
 
seizure <-  read.table(“epileptic.txt”,header=T) 
seizure 
names(seizure) 
summary(seizure) 
 
How many patients are in each treatment group? 
 
Now setting up all the relevant variables required 
 
# Total and mean number of seizures experienced post-randomisation for each patient 
 
yaggr <- apply(seizure[,2:5],1,sum)  
ymean <- apply(seizure[,2:5],1,mean) 
 
# Transforming the variables 
 
logbase4 <- log(seizure$base/4) 
logage <- log(seizure$age) 
 
 



# “Stringing” out the response variables into a vector, and replicating some of the other 
columns in seizure 
 
y <- as.vector(t(seizure[,2:5])) # response vector 
nindiv <- length(seizure$id) # no. of individuals 
id <- rep(seizure$id, rep(4,nindiv)) 
trt <- rep(seizure$trt,rep(4,nindiv)) 
visit <- rep(1:4,nindiv) 
visit4 <- rep(c(0,0,0,1),nindiv) # binary variable indicating the fourth visit 
base <- rep(seizure$base,rep(4,nindiv))/4 
age <- rep(seizure$age,rep(4,nindiv)) 
logbase <- log(base) 
logage0 <- log(age) 
 
Presenting the data graphically 
 
# Box-plots split by treatment 
 
boxplot(split(yaggr,seizure$trt),names=c(“Placebo”, “Progabide”),ylab= “Total number of seizures over the 8 
week period”) 
boxplot(split(ymean,seizure$trt),names=c(“Placebo”, “Progabide”),ylab= “Mean number of seizures for a two-
week period”) 
 
# Now box-plots split by visits 
 
boxplot(split(y,visit),names=c(“Visit1”, “Visit2”, “Visit3”, “Visit4”),ylab= “Number of seizures experienced”) 
 
Can you think of a way of creating box-plots by visits and treatment?  
(Hint: use bwplot from library(lattice).) 
 
# Profile graphs 
 
matplot(1:4,t(seizure[,2:5]),type= “l”,lty=seizure$trt+1,xlab=“Visit”,ylab=“Number of seizures”) 
 
What do you notice? How about if we log transform the data first? 
 
matplot(1:4,log(t(seizure[,2:5]+1)),type=“l”,lty=seizure$trt+1,xlab=“Visit”,ylab=“Number of seizures”) 
 
# Graphs of each patient’s profile separately 
 
library(lattice)   
 
xyplot(y~visit|id,xlab= “Visit”,ylab= “Number of seizures”,panel=function(x,y){ 
m <- sort.list(x) 
panel.grid() 
panel.xyplot(x[m],y[m],type= “b”,cex=0.5) 
}) 
 



The function xyplot can be customized further to control for various features of the trellis 
plot. See the help file for xyplot. For example, you can include the following as additional 
arguments to the function xyplot before the }:  
 
strip=function(…,style,par.strip.text){ 
strip.default(…,style=1,par.strip.text=list(cex=0.8))}, 
scales=list(rot=0,cex=0.8) 
 
in order to increase the font size of the text in the strips or change the layout of the axis 
annotation. 
 
# Mean profile plots 
 
seizmean1 <- apply(seizure[seizure$trt==“0”,2:5],2,mean,na.rm=T) 
seizse1 <- sqrt(apply(seizure[seizure$trt==“0”,2:5],2,var,na.rm=T))/sqrt(table(seizure$trt)[1])   
seizmean2 <- apply(seizure[seizure$trt==“1”,2:5],2,mean,na.rm=T) 
seizse2 <- sqrt(apply(seizure[seizure$trt==“1”,2:5],2,var,na.rm=T))/sqrt(table(seizure$trt)[2]) 
seizmean <- c(seizmean1,seizmean2) 
seizse <- c(seizse1,seizse2) 
yupper <- seizmean+seizse 
ylower <- seizmean-seizse 
ylimit <- range(yupper,ylower) 
xvisit <- c(1,2,3,4,1.2,2.2,3.2,4.2) 
library(Hmisc) 
errbar(xvisit,seizmean,yupper,ylower,xlab= “Visit”,ylab= “Mean number of  
seizures”,ylim=ylimit,xlim=c(0,5),xaxt= “n”,yaxt= “n”,bty= “n”) 
points(xvisit[1:4],seizmean[1:4],pch=0) 
points(xvisit[5:8],seizmean[5:8]) 
lines(xvisit[1:4],seizmean[1:4],lty=1) 
lines(xvisit[5:8],seizmean[5:8],lty=2) 
axis(2,las=1) 
axis(1,at=c(1.1,2.1,3.1,4.1),labels=c(“visit1”, “visit2”, “visit3”, “visit4”)) 
box() 
legend(locator(1),c(“Placebo”, “Progabide”),lty=1:2) 
 
From these plots, is progabide effective? What is happening to the seizure rates over 
time? 
 
# Now enough with the graphs! Let us do some analyses! 
 
Aggregate Data 
 
# Naïvely we can start by fitting a Poisson regression model to the aggregate (total) 
counts 
 
seiz.poiss <- glm(yaggr~seizure$trt+logbase4+logage,family=poisson) 
summary(seiz.poiss,corr=T) 
 
What do you observe? 
 
# Calculating the Pearson’s Chi-squared statistic 



 
Xsq <- sum(residuals(seiz.poiss,type= “pearson”)^2) 
Xsq 
1-pchisq(Xsq,seiz.poiss$df.residual)   
 
Why have I done this? 
 
# Calculating the scale parameter 
 
phi <- Xsq/seiz.poiss$df.residual 
 
# Now inflate the standard errors obtained from the Poisson model by a factor sqrt(phi) to 
account for over-dispersion. Or otherwise type 
 
summary(seiz.poiss,corr=F,dispersion=phi)  
 
Do you understand what was just done? Did you realise that we just fitted a simple quasi-
likelihood model? 
 
# Let us now instead fit a negative binomial model to the aggregate data 
 
library(MASS)  
seiz.negbin <- glm.nb(yaggr~seizure$trt+logbase4+logage) 
summary(seiz.negbin) 
  
Do you understand the results? 
 
Disaggregate Data – Modelling the Dependence (GEE models) 
 
# Before we fit the GEE model, let us fit Poisson models to the disaggregate data now 
including a time effect 
 
seiz.poiss2 <- glm(y~visit4+trt+logbase+logage0,family=poisson) 
summary(seiz.poiss2,corr=F)  
 
Compare this Poisson model with the one fitted earlier. What do you notice? 
 
# Inflating the standard errors 
 
phi2 <- sum(residuals(seiz.poiss2,type= “pearson”)^2)/seiz.poiss2$df.residual 
summary(seiz.poiss2,corr=F,dispersion=phi2) 
 
# Now let us fit GEE models 
 
library(gee) 
 
# First, assuming an independence working correlation matrix 
 
seiz.indep <- gee(y~visit4+trt+logbase+logage0,id=id,family=poisson,corstr= “independence”) 



summary(seiz.indep) 
 
# Then with an exchangeable working correlation matrix 
 
seiz.exch <- gee(y~visit4+trt+logbase+logage0,id=id,family=poisson,corstr= “exchangeable”) 
summary(seiz.exch) 
 
# Next with an AR(1) working correlation matrix 
 
seiz.ar1 <- gee(y~visit4+trt+logbase+logage0,id=id,family=poisson,corstr= “AR-M”,Mv=1) 
summary(seiz.ar1) 
 
# And finally with an unstructured working correlation matrix 
 
seiz.unstr <- gee(y~visit4+trt+logbase+logage0,id=id,family=poisson,corstr= “unstructured”) 
summary(seiz.unstr) 
 
What do you notice? Interpret the results – Can you explain the results to a client? 
 
If you want, you can fit other GEE models to this data. 
 
Disaggregate Data – Modelling the Dependence (Random Effects models) 
 
library(MASS) 
library(nlme)  
seiz.re <- glmmPQL(y~visit4+trt+logbase+logage0,random=~ 1 | id, family=poisson)    
# GLMM using a penalized quasi-likelihood method 
summary(seiz.re) 
 
Alternatively, you can use the function lmer in the library lme4  
 
To fit a random intercept model with Gaussian random effects using lmer, we would first 
detach the package nlme (e.g. detach(“package:nlme”)) and then type 
 
library(lme4) 
seiz.lmer <- lmer(y~visit4+trt+logbase+logage0+(1|id),family=poisson) 
summary(seiz.lmer) 
 
How would you interpret the results here?  
 
Inclusion of fixed and random slopes for the visit effect (as well as fixed and random 
intercepts as before) can be easily done using either glmmPQL or lmer by specifying  
 
library(MASS) 
library(nlme)  
seiz.re2 <- glmmPQL(y~visit+trt+logbase+logage0,random=~ 1+visit | id, family=poisson)   
summary(seiz.re2) 
 
or 
 



library(lme4) 
seiz.lmer2 <- lmer(y~visit+trt+logbase+logage0+(1+visit|id),family=poisson) 
summary(seiz.lmer2) 
 
Observe that the random intercept and random slope variables are assumed to come from 
a bivariate normal with a zero mean vector, distinct variances and with a correlation 
parameter between them. However, it is possible to assume uncorrelated random 
intercept and slope if you want. Can you figure out how? 
 
(Notes:  

1. For all the analyses performed on the Epileptic Seizure Data, we could have put in 
an offset for the logarithm of time between visits (i.e. by adding to the right-hand 
side of the formula: + offset(log(rep(2,236))). Generally, we would consider doing this 
as the interval lengths between visits may be different, and therefore the rate (of 
epileptic seizures) would be a more appropriate quantity to look at than the actual 
(epileptic seizure) counts. However, as the above data arose from seizure counts 
recorded in two-week intervals post-randomisation then the offset would be the 
same for all visits and individuals in the study and therefore is unnecessary as the 
rates would be all proportional to their respective counts by the same 
proportionality factor. 

2. Other useful commands in R that can be used after fitting a mixed effects model 
using glmmPQL or lmer are fixef, ranef and coef. Additionally, after glmmPQL you can 
use plot(ranef( . )) to plot the estimates of the random effects or after lmer you can use 
dotplots(ranef( . )). Go ahead and try! 

) 
 
 
Respiratory Illness Data 
 
This data-set is from the book by Everitt and Pickles (1999). The data are from a clinical 
trial to compare the efficacy of an active treatment (treat = 1) over placebo (treat = 0) for 
a respiratory illness. The outcome was the respiratory status of the patient (0 = poor, 1 = 
good) and was determined for each patient at baseline and four post-randomisation visits. 
There were 111 patients enrolled in each of two centres and 54 patients were randomised 
to the active treatment, whilst 57 patients were randomised to the placebo. 
 
Read the data into R and call it respir. 
 
Can you now analyse this data-set as above (i.e. fitting GEE models) and also fit a 
transition model (e.g. the model fitted in lecture notes) to the data, using glm( )? What are 
the 1-step transition probabilities for the model fitted in the lecture notes? 
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